Gas Fundamentals Daily

The essential source for supply and demand analytics and market intelligence for the Lower 48 natural gas markets.

Market Challenge
Time and resources are wasted piecing together natural gas fundamentals data from a variety of sources and then distilling that data into meaningful, actionable guidance.

How We Help
Our experts deliver top-notch market commentary about the real mechanics and catalysts driving the futures and physical natural gas markets along with the underlying fundamental supply and demand data.

Benefits
— Understand the changes in supply and demand from every angle each day with comprehensive natural gas fundamentals data for each region in the U.S. lower 48
— See where forward curve gas futures prices are headed with daily futures commentary and analysis of flow patterns, pipeline projects and real-time market disruptions
— Rely on insightful daily weather commentary and analysis that rivals big, expensive major weather forecast services
— Size up how the market might respond to EIA storage numbers with reliable modeled storage data
— Trust the savvy market insight from PointLogic Energy’s veteran analysts

Request a FREE TRIAL today!
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